
Four times a year, nearly 200,000 Los Angeles resi-
dents receive works of art through their mailbox.
When the UCLA Extension catalogue arrives each
quarter, it offers more than educational opportu-
nities. It also delivers 'cover graphic art' from some
of the world's most prominent graphic designers.

The course programmes are aimed at the adult
learner. With instructors at the forefront of their
disciplines bringing real-world experience to each
course, the adult students gain practical, realistic
perspectives and skills.

The programme started in 1917 as an outpost of
University of California's northern campus at 2nd
and Hill Streets. Under the guidance of Nadine
Crump, autumn classes included practical sales-
manship, Greek drama and household art. In the
winter, courses on navigation and nautical astron-
omy, Russian and a four-section course in 'moral
education' were offered to the students. By 1919,
instructors taught 97 classes to 1,684 students.

Extension has continued to grow with the times.
In 1996, the programme took a leap into the vir**
classroom with 'Creative Writing for Begin^e-;
taught entirely via e-mail. Today, Extensior z~*n
more than 4,500 classes a year, from ever-poprfw
screenwriting classes to workshops examin-*
post-traumatic stress disorder in veterans return-
ing from the Middle East conflict.

Last year UCLA Extension proudly celebraoec
its 90th anniversary.
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'...a graphic designer is one

who creates ideas, manipulates

words and/or pictures, and

generally solves problems of
visual communication.' paumand

1 Paul Rand
Winter 1990

2 Louis Danziger
Spring 1990

3 Sean Adams
Summer 2007



4 Bradbury Thomson
Summer 1990

5 Gene Federico
Fall 1990

6 James Cross
Spring 1991

7 Eikolshioka
Summer 1991

8 Armin Hofmann
Winter 1992

9 Ivan Chermayeff
Spring 1992

10 Paula Scher
Fall 1992

11 Saul Bass
Winter 1993

12 Deborah Sussman
Summer 1993

13 RosmarieTissi
Winter 1994

14 Gerorge Tscherny
Winter 1996

15 Henry Wolf
Winter 1997

16 Arnold Schwartzman
Winter 1999
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Recognizing the graphic artists
The UCLA Extension catalogue covers - like all
graphic design, by definition - are works of pub.c
art. But unlike painting or sculpture, the more
celebrated of the fine arts, much of graphic desig-
is temporary. An advertisement or announceme-:
is posted or mailed. The message is delivered. The
poster tatters on the wall. The weekly produced
magazine is discarded.

Graphic design is a relatively young art form,
dating only from the early 20th century, and has
been woven seamlessly into the fabric of our
lives. With today's overload of visual informa-
graphic design has become more like a textural
backdrop. Lost in the kinetic blur is the recognit : -
of the individuals behind the images.

Wolf gang Weingart
Spring 2000

18 Alan Fletcher
Fall 2000

19 David Carson
Winter 2001

20 Michael Blerut
Spring 2001

21 Keith Bright
Winter 2002

22 Woody Plrtle
Fall 2002

23 Sam Gehry/Frank Gehry
Winter 2003

24 John Maeda
Spring 2004

25 Michael Vanderbill
Fall 2004



Extension's cover series attempts to correct this
oversight, helping to connect names and faces
to the artists responsible for these remarkable
designs. A full page on the cover artist - complete
with portrait, bio and portfolio pieces - appears
in each UCLA Extension catalogue.

The cover series has also become well-known
within the design world, having won more than 70
national and international awards.

In addition, the series has created a community
- as well as a community project - for a growing
list of international artists. It serves not only
as an archive for outstanding work, but as a bridge
between many generations of graphic designers.

Distilling the essence
Over the years, the cover series gained prominence
in the design world as some of its most intriguing
practitioners took on the challenge of distilling the
essence of UCLA Extension, one of the nation's
largest and most comprehensive providers of con-
tinuing education.

Michael Hodgson's stretch limo suggests a
Hollywood-centric play on the word 'extension'.
Bart Crosby's simply tied flower stems hint
at the bouquet of spring courses within. Roland
Young's hand-painted owl slyly invites students
to become 'wise birds' themselves. And Alan
Fletcher's 'mind over matter' offers a witty equa-
tion for education.

Since its New York debut in 2004, UCLA
Extension's Masters of Graphic Design exhibition
has added more than a dozen new covers from a
diverse range of graphic designers, many of whom
are based in LA.

'The thing that shocked me most is that when you
look at the covers in the exhibition all together,
they seem to transcend trends,' mused Adams.
"Most of them could have been done today or
15 years ago. At their core, these covers are about
'How do you communicate a good idea?' And
that's timeless."

26 Michael Hodgson
Summer 2005

27 DanaArnett
Spring 2006

!< SteffGeissbuhler
Fall 2006

29 AugustinGarza
Winter 2007

30 Bart Crosby
Spring 2007

31 Stefan G. Bucher
Fall 2007
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